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1 Introduction

Linear logic is a refinement of classical logic introduced
by J.-Y.Girard to provide means for keeping track of "re-
sources" - two assumptions of a formula A are distin-
guished from a single assumption of A. Although linear
logic is not the first attempt for developing "resource-
oriented" logics (relevance logic and Lambek calculus
being well-known examples), it is by now the most-
investigated one. Since its introduction linear logic has
enjoyed increasing attention both from proof theorists
and computer scientists.

The multiplicative fragment of linear logic is claimed
to be a system of communication without problems of
synchronization. In addition to possible applications to
parallelism, linear logic can be seen as a formalism for
sharing analysis (with another teminology, also the prob-
lem of storage reuse, in-place update, etc) and strictness
analysis, two important research areas in functional pro-
gramming community.

In this paper (for details see the full version: [Tam-
met 93]) we will concentrate on problems of automated
theorem proving in full propositional first-order linear
logic. We will investigate general search strategies and
ways for modifying standard deduction rules in linear
logic to make it more suitable for automated proof search,
both for "top-down" and "bottom-up" directions. The
presented modifications are motivated by experiments
performed with our theorem prover. We will describe
the implementations and performed experiments for both
search directions.

2 The sequent calculus formaliza-
tion of linear logic

The following is a set of sequent calculus rules for linear
logic as given in [Girard 87]:

Logical axioms:

I- a, a1"

(it is enough to restrict a to be a propositional atom)

Multiplicative rules:

I- 1 (1-axiom)

I-A,F t-B,A
®

b A ® B,F,A

~-F
~- ±,F±

~- A,B,F
~- A~B, F ~

Additive rules:

~- 7-, F (axiom, F arbitrary)

~-A,F F- B,F&

~- A & B,F

t-A,F bB, F
1 ~ 2@

bA~B,F F-A~B,F

Exponential (modal} rules:

b A,F (dereliction)
~-?A, r

bF
~-?A, I" (weakening)

I-?A, ?A, F
I-?A, F (contraction)

~- A,?F
I-!A, ?F (!-storage)
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(?F denotes a sequent where every element is prefixed by
?)

Ordinary exchange rule is implicit: the order of elements
in a sequent can be freely changed.

2.1 Basic decidability and complexity re-
sults

In [LMSS 90] it is proved that full propositional linear
logic is undecidable and without the exponential opera-
tors ?, ! the decision problem becomes PSPACE-complete.
During 1991 M.Kanovich and P.Lincoln independently
proved NP-completeness of the multiplicative fragment.
In [Chirimar, Lipton 1992] it is shown that the fragment
consisting of connectives ® and ! (formulas are allowed
on both sides of I-) is decidable.

3 Bottom-up proof search in se-
quent calculus

By "bottom-up" search we mean the search strategy
where the search is started with the whole investigated
formula and the rules of sequent calculus are applied in
the "up" direction to produce subgoal branches. New sub-
goal branches are generated until either all the branches
end with axioms or some of the branches do not admit
any rule applications.

3.1 Proof search strategy

As full propositional linear logic is undecidable, depth-
first search is incomplete. However, depth-first search
enjoys several advantages over breadth-first search (a rel-
atively small computational overhead). Therefore we
decided to implement iteratively deepening depth-first
search, where each iteration has a certain bound on a
length of branches. Experiments showed the good bound
to be a number of contractions in a branch. This bound
is also a very natural one, considering that without con-
traction of ?-prefixed formulas linear logic is decidable (as
the size of sequents strictly diminishes when moving up
on a search tree). The number of required contractions
on a branch can be viewed as a degree of a linearity of
a formula. In the following we will differentiate between
the implicit application of contraction performed in the
modified ®’-rule and the explicit contraction rule cd. The
bound we are actually using is the number of explicit cd-
contractions on the branch, since the implicit contractions
do not increase the size of sequents.

3.2 Modifying sequent rules

The aim of modifying the presented sequent rules is to
reduce the branching factor at each search node; such
a reduction is a key to improving the performance of a
theorem prover. We can achieve the reduction in three
ways - dropping some rules, restricting their applicability
or restricting the branching factor of the rule.

Lemma 1 The weakening rule can be moved to axioms.
Thus we can drop the weakening rule altogether and mod-
ify the axiom rules to compensate for the loss:

~- a,a±,?r (axiom’) ~- 1,?r (1-axiom’)

Lemma 2 Contraction and dereliction rules can be com-
bined into a single cd-rule and the separate contraction
and dereliction rules can be dropped:

~-?A,A, F
e?A, r (cd)

Definition We say that some sequent calculus rule is in-
vertible if[ the consequent is provable if and only if all the
premisses are provable.

Lemma 3 (invertibillty)&-, ~-, contraction, _L-, ~-
storage and axiom rules are invertible. None of the other
rules (including our new cd-rule) are invertible - the con-
sequent can be provable while some premiss is not.

We are employing invertibility in the following way:
whenever A contains a formula Ai such that the out-
ermost connective of Ai is either !, & or ~, there is no
need for investigating all m possible rule applications sep-
arately.

3.2.1 focusing: ®, ~ and ?-connectives

In papers [Andreoli 92] and in [Galmiche, Perrier 92] it
is shown that the following restriction (called "focusing")
can be used immediately after decomposing some formula
A with the top connective being either ®, ~ or ?. The
focusing restriction preserves completeness.

Take a sequent F = (A1, A2 .... , An) such that some

Ai has a form Bi ®B2, BI (~B2 or ?B1. When this
Ai is selected aa a principal formula in F, introduced by
the corresponding rule, each possible parent sequent of
F has either a form A = (Bj,Z) with j e {1,2} and
being some subsequent of F - Ai or, for our cd-rule for
the ?-connective case, A = (Ai, B1, E).

Then if Bs. (for j e {1, 2}) is not atomic and has 
top connective which is either ® or @, it is only allowed
to select Bj as a principal formula (that is, we are allowed
to consider only derivations introducing Bi at a last step)
in A.
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In addition, [Andreoli 92] proves that if the Bj above
is a negative literal, completeness is preserved by the ad-
ditional requirement that only the identity axiom or a
sequence of weakenings ending with the identity axiom is
allowed to derive A.

3.2.2 modifying the @-rule

The @-rule is a worst rule for proof search in linear logic in
the sense that it is a main potential source of or-branching
for a search node. Take a sequent (A @ B), C1, C2, ̄  .. Cn.
In general there are 2" different ways an @-rule introduc-
ing (A @ B) might have derived this sequent, as there are
2’* ways to split a set {Ct, C2,..., Cn}. We’ll reduce this
splitting factor by modifying the @-rule:

(i) modify the @-rule to the following:

I-A,F,?E t-B,A,?E ®’
~- A@B,F,A,?~

where neither F nor A contain formulas with top
connective ?.

(it) modify the modified version @’ to take into account
the possibility that some elements of F, ~ may occur
several times.

Lemma 4 Completeness is preserved by restricting all
dereliction applications introducing a formula ?a, where a
is some literal, to follow either some axiom a, aJ- or one
of the figures ~-a,M" ~-a,a"~.?a,aa- , I-a,?a.t- ̄

Lemma 5 The calculus with the modified @’-rule and
modified axioms has a following property: prohibiting con-
traction rule (or cd-rule) applications to the formulas 
the kind ?a where a is a literal, preserves completeness.

Thus our proof search procedure is a decision algorithm
for a class of formulas where only literals may appear in
the scope of the ?-connective. Indeed, no bottom-up rule
applications increase the length of a sequent.

3.2.3 pruning branches

In several cases it is possible to use semantics instead of
a full proof search to decide that some sequent cannot be
derivable. For example, if a sequent happens to consist of
formulas from the multiplicative fragment only, it can be
provable only if for each positive occurrence of any atom
there is a corresponding negative occurrence somewhere
in the sequent.

4 Top-down proof search and res-
olution

Definition A top-down proof search method for some
sequent calculus is a proof search algorithm which is a
process of deriving new sequents from the already derived
ones by applying the given sequent calculus rules in the
"down" direction in such a way that any combination of
admissible sequent rule applications is reached at some
point during the process.

A top-down proof search method for a sequent calculus
defining a recursively enumerable set of derivable formu-
las is trivially complete.

Definition An unrestricted resolution method for prov-
ing some sequent S in some sequent calculus enjoying a
subformula properly is a top-down proof search method for
this calculus with the additional restriction: any derived
sequent must contain only subformulas of S.

The unrestricted resolution method is obviously complete
for any sequent calculus enjoying a subformula property,
like linear logic.

Definition A resolution method for proving some se-
quent S is a lop-down proof search method where a re-
striction that all application combinations are reachable,
is dropped, and a restriction that any derived sequent must
contain only subformulas of S is introduced. In addition,
some set of additional criterias and possibly some fixed
strategy of sequent derivation may be introduced.

In the following the main device of proving the complete-
ness of a developed resolution method 214 is to show that
there is a restriction R for sequent calculus derivations
such that:

* R is complete, i.e. all derivable formulas in linear
logic have a derivation with the form R.

¯ All the possible derivations satisfying R are reach-
able by M.

The idea of resolution for linear logic belongs to G.Mints
([Mints 91]), and follows from his general method of build-
ing resolution calculi for logics enjoying a subformula
property [Mints 90], stemming from the inverse method of
S.Maslov ([Maslov 64]). The general method of building
resolution calculi in [Mints 90] has some differences from
the slightly more general definitions above.

In this chapter we will present several improvements
and additional search strategies for the resolution method
for linear logic given in [Mints 91].
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4.1 Conversion to a clause form

Definition A labelling of a formula F is an assignment
of new distinct atomic formulas to all occurrences of non.
literal subformulas in F.

Definition A label for some subformula G of a labelled
formula F is an atomic formula which is assigned to G
in the labelling of F. We say that a label corresponds
to the formula it is associated with in the labelling and a
subformula corresponds to its label.

The correspondence relation between labels and oc-
currences of composite subformulas of a labelled F is ob-
viously one-to-one. In the following we will often say that
some sequent rule application introduces a label v, instead
of saying that it introduces the subformula of F corre-
sponding to v. We will often not differentiate between
labels and the corresponding occurrences of subformulas.
In the following one can always replace the name "label"
by a name "an occurence of a composite subformula".

Definition A clause is a sequent where all the formulas
are iiterals, constants or labels.

We will omit a sign ~- when writing clauses.

Definition A rule clause for a labelled formula F is a
pair consisting of the composite subformula of F and its
label.

Example Take F = ((A® B)~B± )’~AJ’). The labelling
gives a following set of rule clauses:

1) (A ® B) = 

2) (vl’~B± ) = v2
3) (v2’eA±) = v3

where vt, v~ and v3 are new variables and the equality sign
is used to separate two elements of a pair.

Definition The set of axiom clauses for some formula F
is the union of the following three sets:

1. The set of all clauses of the form a, a± where a is
an atomic variable occuring in F.

2. If F contains a constant 1, a one-element set con-
taining a one-element clause 1, otherwise an empty
set.

3. If F contains n (0 < n) subformulas !T, the set 
n different one-element clauses {C1 .... ,C,} where
each Ci (0 < i < n) is a label of one occurrence 
a subformula !T in F, otherwise an empty set.

Notice that axiom clauses of some F do not contain
new variables of F, except for new variables correspond-
ing to !T.

4.2 Proof search

Example The formula F in the previous example has
two axiom clauses:

4) A,A±

s) B,B±
The resolution method gives a following derivation from
clauses 1-5:

6) from 1, 4, 5: Vl, A±, B±

7) from 2, 6: v2, ±

S) from 3, 7: V3

4.3 Search strategies and improvements
to the unrestricted calculus

4.4 Search strategies and improvements
to the unrestricted calculus

4.4.1 problems with ?-prefixed subformulae and
the constant T

Definition The set of ?-labels for some formula F is
the set of labels for all the subformulas of F with a top
connective ?.

The set of !-labels for some formula F is the set of
labels for all the subformulas of F with a top connective
!

Obviously the contraction rule is applicable only to the
?-labels, weakening and dereliction can introduce only ?-
labels and the !-store rule can introduce only !-labels.

The most unpleasant rules for the unrestricted reso-
lution formulation are weakening and the axiom schema
containing T:

~F
b?A, F (weakening)

and
~- T, F (axiom, F arbitrary).

Applications of weakening introduce arbitrary ?-labels.
Thus, for every clause F not containing ?-labels it is pos-
sible to derive by weakening 2n - 1 clauses of the form
?At, F, where n is the number of ?-labels for the formula
and ?Ai is a subclause containing some subset of all ?-
labels of the formula.

The fact that linear logic contains a T-axiom schema
entails that whenever T is contained in some input for-
mula F, the number of different sequents produced by
this schema during the unrestricted proof search for some
formula F is generally unbounded. Indeed, although the
set of literals which may occur in a sequent during the
proof search is finite, the length of derivable sequents is
unbounded.
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4.4.2 handling ?-labels

We introduce rules containing implicit weakening appli-
cations, called implicit-weakening rules, and drop the ex-
plicit weakening rule.

Additional mulliplicative rules:

HF HB, A
H A? ® B, F, A®?l

HA, F HA

b A ® B?,I’,A®?r

HF PA
H A? ® B?, F, A’®?t~

H B,F
H A?’~B, F

H A, F
H A’~B?, F

FF
~?trb A?~B?, F

Additional additive rules:

H Ft H B, F.
&?lH A? & B, Ft.

I- A, r, ~ Fr
&?rH A & B?Ftr

H rt b Fr

H A? & B?, Ftr’&?t"

HF HF

bA?$B,F I~? HA~B?,F2~?

Additional exponential (modal) rules:

H?F
H!A?, ?F (!-storage?)

where:

¯ ?F denotes a sequent where every element is pre-
fixed by ?

¯ A? and B? denote ?-variables and a constant .L

¯Ftr denotes a shortest sequent such that repeated
applications of weakening applied to Ft and Fr in
the upper sequents givc Ftr

¯ A and B denote arbitrary formulas (including ?-
variables and .L)

We will have following restrictions on the application of
rules containing implicit weakening:

1. Given a clause F such that a clause F’ is derivable
from F by a rule introducing a variable V and per-
forming n implicit weakening steps, it is not allowed
to apply another rule introducing a variable V to F,
if this another rule performs m weakening steps and
m>n.

2. The analogous restriction for rules taking two
clauses.

3. The rules ®?lr,~C~?lr,&?lr, 1®? and 2®? are pro-
hibited to be applied if the application introduces
a variable V such that there exists a rule clause
?V = V’ for some variable V’ in the set of rule
clauses of the investigated formula.

Lemma 6 Any formula F derivable in linear logic is
derivable iff it is derivable in the calculus with the re-
strictions above, where a standard weakening rule and a
_L-rule are replaced by the additional implicit-weakening
rules.

4.4.3 handling the T-axiom rule

The explicit T-axiom rule is dropped and analogously
to weakening is used implicitly. In order that this were
possible, we introduce a new type of clauses - weaken-
able clauses, and a modified resolution calculus, called
w-calculus.

Definition (w-calculus) The rule T-axiom is prohib-
ited.

Each clause is assumed to be marked either as being
weakenable or as being unweakenable.

All axiom clauses are unweakenable. All rules except
the !-store rule, the &-rule, the implicit-weakening ver-
sions of the !-store and &-rule, and the following ®T-rule
will give a weakenable clause iff some of the argument
clauses are weakenable.

The !-store rule and its implicit-weakening version
applied to a weakenable clause will give an unweakenable
clause.

The &-rule and its implicit-weakening versions will
give a weakenable clause iff bolh argument clauses are
weakenable.

We introduce a new rule introducing weakenable
clauses:

HA
F A® T,A®T

where the lower clause is weakenable even if the upper
clause A is not.
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We introduce a new T-weakening rule applicable only
to weakenable clauses:

~-A .
T -- weakening

b A, A

where the upper clause A and the lower clause A, A are
both weakenable and A is any literal or new variable (A
is not required to be a ?-variable).

Definition We say that a linear logic formula F is in a
simplified form iff F does not contain subformulas of the
following form: (A & T), (A~T), (A ~ T), (-1- ® T), 

Any linear logic formula F can be converted to an
equivalent formula F’, using the following equivalences of
linear logic: (A & T) =- A, (A~T) -- T, (A ~ T) = T),
(T®T) = T, ?T= 

We modify the calculus with weakenable clauses by
prohibiting the T-weakening rule and introduding the
set of implicit-T-weakening rules in the exact analogy to
implicit-weakening rules. The correctness and complete-
ness proofs are analogous to the proofs for calculus with
the implicit-weakening rules.

Lemma 7 Any simplified formula F is derivable in lin-
ear logic iff it is derivable in the resolution calculus with
weakenable clauses (w-calculus).

4.4.4 subsumption

The possibility to use subsumption to clear search space of
redundant clauses is an important property of a resolution
method for any logic. Whenever a new clause F is derived,
it is immediately checked whether F is subsumed by any of
the clauses derived earlier. If this is the case, F is deleted,
otherwise it is stored and back-subsumption is performed:
all clauses derived earlier which are subsumed by F are
deleted.

Definition A clause F subsumes a clause A iff one of
the following two cases is true:

¯ F and A are not weakenable. I" =?F1,P2 and A =
?A1, A2, where ?F1 and ?A1 are sets containing all
the ?-labels in F and A, accordingly, r subsumes A
iff?Fx C_?A1 and F2 = A2, where = is an ordinary
equality relation for multisets.

¯ F is weakenable and A is arbitrary. F subsumes A
iff A contains F, i.e. A = F,O for some 6).

4.4.5 avoiding unneeded repetition of labels

Definition We say that some label A in the labelling of
a formula F is non-repeating iffA is not a ?-label and the
subformula FA corresponding to A is outside the scope of
? inF.

Lemma 8 No clause in an unrestricted resolution
derivation tree of any formula F may contain both a non-
repeating label A of a formula Fa and a label B of a for-
mula FB so that FB occurs in F as a subformula of FA.

Any derived clause violating the condition of the lemma
(we will call it a repetition condition) can be immediately
deleted.

4.4.6 reduction of clauses

For several kinds of derived clauses we can show that it
is possible to allow only a single rule to be applied to the
clause and not to consider any other rule applications.

4.4.7 taking over bottom-up search strategies

Most search strategies for the bottom-up and resolution
methods rely on proofs that any formula derivable in lin-
ear logic has a derivation obeying certain restrictions.
The restrictions suitable for proof search are generally dif-
ferent for bottom-up and resolution methods. Yet some
of the restrictions are suitable for both methods.

Using invertibility of &- and ~?-rules and focusing
introduced earlier for the bottom-up search are examples
of such generally useful restrictions on derivation trees.

4.4.8 the general clause derivation strategy

Definition A nonincreasing rule application is any ap-
plication of a ~-, ~-, ?- or !-rule which is neither a re-
duction application nor performs implicit weakening of
?-labels or implicit weakening of a weakenable clause

The general clause derivation strategy we are using is
based on level saturation: the first level consists of axiom
clauses and (n + 1)-th level is obtained by deriving 
the clauses derivable from the clauses on levels 1 to n by
exactly one non-reduction rule application combined with
all possible sequences of nonincreasing rule applications
and full reduction.

4.4.9 combining resolution and bottom-up
search

In case the original formula has a form (A & B), two
separate subgoals A and B are formed, each to be proved
independently of the other, If either A or B again has a
top connective &, it is split again, etc.
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5 Experiments with the implementations

Both our bottom-up and resolution prover are implemented in Scheme. The hardware was Sun Sparcstation ELC.
The resolution method generally surpassed the bottom-up method for the non-exponential case, especially for

larger formulas.
Consider a sequent

r = (c,̄  ® (c~ ® (... ® c,~)...),c, ..... 
The bottom-up method can split the set C1, ̄  ¯., Cn ill 2’* possible ways for the application of the first ®-rule.

The behaviour of the resolution method, when applied to F above, is straightforward and does not produce an
exponential amount of clauses. Instead, it will produce exactly n clauses (or n + n, if we write ~ instead of a comma)
needed to derive F.

5.1 formulas and timings

From [Girard 87] we have selected the formula Girard-1 as an example:

(?a ~?b) ~ (?(a ¯ b)).

The provers actually get the following form of Girard-l:
((!a±®!b±) ’ff ?(a ̄  b)) & (!(aJ- L: b±) ~ (?a~’tb)).

The following two formulas Kleene-58d and Kleene-58f happened to be the ones hardest for the provers among the
intuitionistic formulae from [Kleene 52]. First, Kleene-58d:

(-,-~a ~ -b) ~ --,(-~a v -~b)
and its translation to linear logic:

(?(!(?(!a ® T)~0) ® (!b ® T))~’(?(!(!(?a±~0)e!(?b±~’0)) 
(?(!(?(?(!a T)~?(!b ® T))~’O) ® T)Y(?(!(?aZ~0) ® T)9(?b±90))).

Second, Kleene-58f:

and its translation to linear logic:
?(!(?(!b ® T)"#O) ® bZ)’~((?(!a ® ± ¯ (!b ® T)) ~’O)
(?(!(~ ~: (?b’~,O)) ® T)~,(?a± ~,0)).

The hardest intuitionistic formula we have experimented with, IEQ:

in the linear logic form:
?(!((?((!((?~±~b) ~ (?b±~a)) a±)e
(!~ ¢ ((!~ ® b±) ̄ (!b ® ~±))))~,b)~
(?b±~((?((!~ ® b±) ̄  (!b ® ~±))~’a)S~
(?~±~((?~±~b) ~ (?b±~a)))))) 

The following are hard formulas from [LMSS 90]. The first formula LMSS-1 is an encoding of a problem whether
a certain two-counter machine reaches the final state qf from the initial state ql. In [LMSS 90] the encoding of
two-counter machines is devised in order to prove undecidability of propositional linear logic. LMSS-I:

?(ql ® (q2±~a±))
?(q3 ® (a ® q/Z)) 
?(q2 ® (zb± & q3Z)) 
?( zb ® (a ® zb± ) ) 
?(zb® q.f± ) ,~
ql± ’9
q.f.

The formulas LMSS-2, LMSS-3 and LMSS-4 are obtained by using boolean circuits with labelled signals to
encode certain quantified Boolean formulas. This encoding is used in [LMSS 90] to prove PSPACE-hardness of
propositional linear logic without exponential connectives. LMSS-3 is an encoding of a true formula

VXI~X2 : -n(~X1 A X2) A "~(’X2 A X1).
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The encoding is as follows:
q2
(q2j- ® ((ql~xl) & (ql~xl±))) 
(ql ± ® ((qO’gx2) ~ (qO~x2±)))
g’9
(qO± ®
(((c ® (h ® gZ )) ± ® (h± ® g)) @ (c® ± ®g)) ~ a-® (h® g) ))
((~1 ® (~a~xla-)) ̄ (xl~ ® (~1~1)))
((~2 ® (~2a-~2~)) ~ (~2a- ® (~2~2)))
(0 ® 0 ̄  (b± ® c±)) 
((a ® (~ ® b~)) ̄ ® (~~ ® b))~ (a ®̄ ® b))~ (a~® (~2 ® 
((~1 ® a) e (xla- ® aa-))
((e ~ h) e ± ® h~))
((d® (~1 ® ea-)) e (d~ ® (~la- ® e)) e (dO (~la- ® e)) e (dX 
((x2 ® d) ~ (x2a- ® d±))).

LMSS-2 is an encoding of the nonquantifier part of LMSS-3 under the assignment X1 = T, X2 = T. LMSS-4 is
an encoding of a false formula

3XlVX2 : .~(--,X~ ̂  X2) ̂  -,(~X~ X1).
formula bottom-up prover resolution pro vet

time subgoals lime derived retained
Girard-1 <0.01sec 18 <O.Olsec 12 8
Kleene-58d 0.08 sec 1286 0.31 sec 708 67
Kleene-58f 0.1 sec 1195 0.1 sec 99 38
IEQ 0.08 sec 836 2.2 sec 2859 233
LMSS-1 0.8 sec 10563 0.15 sec 174 48
LMSS-2 ?(>14h) ?(>500000000)8 min 58576 4750
LMSS-3 ?(>14h) ?(>500000000) 8 rain 59222 4973
LMSS-4 ?(>14h) ?(>5oooooooo)46 min 158721 6440
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